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HOLLIE FERNANDO
A collaboration between Setanta Books and Open Doors Gallery



Hollie Fernando is a British photographer based in Brighton. Having 
learned the basics whilst she was at sixth form, Hollie continued to learn 
whilst taking up commercial jobs after she left school.

Her work takes inspiration from classical paintings and continues to be 
imbued by the colour palettes, lighting styles and symbolic features. 
Whether she is shooting famous musicians and actors or siblings and 
friends, she uses the same relaxed approach.

Hollie chooses to shoot on analogue film and hand prints most of her 
work in the darkroom using certain colour references. She then takes 
these prints and digitises them using a second layer of colour referenc-
es from her previous work. Hollie goes to great lengths to create her 
unique style and visual identity.

 “I try to keep all the colours in my work consistent to create my very own 
fantasy world.”

Pre-order | Release Date:
5th November 2020

Available here.

48 Page softcover 
21cm x 16cm book 
Card wraparound cover 
Edition of 300 copies

Regular Edition : £20
Print Edition : £50
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Borne out of the chaos of 2020 and the hard times 
being endured by artists all around the world, Open 
Doors Gallery and Setanta Books have teamed up for a 
new collaborative project looking to highlight the work 
of a broad range of emerging or unpublished photo-
graphic artists. This ongoing series of limited edition 
publications will feature a new artist bi-monthly.
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Margaret was born in rural Wisconsin, 1989 
and began exploring her photographic 
style from a young age. Therefore, she has 
developed a unique ability to capture the 
magic in the landscapes she grew up in. By 
exploring the transient nature of memory, 
Durow uses photography as a tool to pre-
serve a feeling. Hence, giving her work an 
intimate and insightful quality as she docu-
ments the world around her.

“I take pictures to remember how I feel, 
and I hope they make you feel some-
thing personal for yourself.”

Available here.
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Hollie Fernando is a British photogra-
pher based in Brighton. Having learned 
the basics whilst she was at sixth form, 
Hollie continued to learn whilst taking 
up commercial jobs after she left school.

Her work takes inspiration from classical 
paintings and continues to be imbued 
by the colour palettes, lighting styles 
and symbolic feautures. Whether she 
is shooting famous musicians and ac-
tors or siblings and friends, she uses the 
same relaxed approach.
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Hollie Fernando is a British photogra-
pher based in Brighton. Having learned 
the basics whilst she was at sixth form, 
Hollie continued to learn whilst taking 
up commercial jobs after she left school.

Her work takes inspiration from classical 
paintings and continues to be imbued 
by the colour palettes, lighting styles 
and symbolic feautures. Whether she 
is shooting famous musicians and ac-
tors or siblings and friends, she uses the 
same relaxed approach.

Available here.
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Michael is a consummate storyteller with 
a cinematic eye. The images included 
in this publication are scenes to stories 
that only you the viewer can complete. 
One day Michael plans to make movies 
but for now these stills are yours to plot 
the beginning, middle and end.

A lot of my photos are captured from the 
side of the road somewhere in Northern
Michigan. Usually only 2-3 hours from 
where I live. You’d be surprised at the 
things you find when you go looking.

Available here. Available here.
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